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Social misconduct
November 9, 2016 | 0 upvotes | by Viking_RnP

Introduction

I've been playing the field rather prolifically. If I have sex with a woman and don't see her as LTR
material I ghost her. It was all fun and games for a while. Now I'm extremely hesitant to go out anywhere
other than work and the gym.

Body

I'm going to explain what happened to me with the full understanding that I'm responsible for it. I took
the cowards way out and paid the price.

I've ghosted quite a few women. After sex I lost interest and left it where it was. Just deleted her contact
and ignored texts from random numbers. I always get her number in my phone first for that reason.

Anyway I was at a club I frequent most weekends. Suddenly in the middle of the dance floor one of the
girls I ghosted b lines for me. She walks right into my face and starts screaming at me. Completely
unbridled hysteria. Thankfully the music was very loud so words were muted to most of the people
around me. Regardless, a lot of people were stopping dancing and watching what was unfolding.

She proceeded to proclaim me a rapist on top of many other insults. She said I abused her. She started
getting physical. Hitting my chest and pushing at me. The bouncers came and grabbed me and her. We
were being forcefully removed.

I know a lot of the people that frequently socialize in the city. Others were vouching for me saying I did
nothing. She just attacked me. Seemingly at random. My bartender and two of the bouncers I'm close with
stopped the guy who was escorting me out and took me to the back to figure out wtf was going on. They
took her out for all I know now.

After talking it out with the bouncers it was quickly decided it's all good and I could get back to what I
was doing. I ended up going up hiding out at the rooftop bar for about another half hour. Praying that
woman was gone so I could get out of there in peace. I made my escape but now I've been home for
almost a week. Afraid of another encounter like that.

Conclusions
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All I can think is how thankful I am for knowing the people I knew. If nobody knew me and they heard
her screaming rapist in my face it could have gone seriously bad. Her reactions was blown out of
proportion but the message is clear. Men act, women react. I need to be more respectful, even if it's just to
let her know she has some value that isn't really there for me.
TL;DR Ghosted women after sex. Got called a rapist in public. Hesitant about going out for a while.
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Comments

[deleted] • 9 points • 9 November, 2016 06:37 PM

[permanently deleted]

Viking_RnP[S] • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 06:56 PM 

I made it seem like I was much more interested than I was. I didn't promise anything but I didn't deny
anything.

After sex I let my natural feelings override my logic. I could have done a lot more to show them they have
value. I left them very cold and distant. Overall I'm acting very selfishly with these women.

None of them were crazy at face value. Which is about the extent I knew them.

I don't think it will go that far. I figured she was just releasing frustration. A little more freaked out now, but
I'll find some legal advice.

[deleted] • 2 points • 9 November, 2016 07:12 PM

[permanently deleted]

Viking_RnP[S] • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 09:38 PM 

I will certainly revisit the side bar and read through everything this time. Thanks for your time and
effort.

aanarchist • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 08:40 PM 

bruh that's all bullshit. you were there to put the dick in, she was there to get dicked. she's just mad that
you nexted her first it bruised her ego.

Viking_RnP[S] • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 09:42 PM 

Ultimately yeah. That is what happened. I could have avoided it though. I don't want my reputation
scared because of a salty woman. I'd rather accept the reality that she will be content if I give her a
little more.

aanarchist • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 10:17 PM 

true that, enjoy giving her beta feels

fenghsui • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 09:22 PM 

Easy. Wait one week, text them and ask them how theyre doing. I didnt forget about you, babe, Ive just
been hella busy.

Then delete them.

Viking_RnP[S] • 0 points • 9 November, 2016 09:42 PM 

Gonna have to keep a calender for this one hahahaha.
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feminists_are_dumb • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 03:33 PM 

Basic decency would be to send a "I don't think we should see each other any more" text. You will be
labeled "fuckboi" but that's a hell of a lot better than "rapist".

[deleted] • 5 points • 9 November, 2016 06:54 PM 

The thing is, most of this could be easily avoided if you just slept with girls who are equally just looking for a
fling.

Viking_RnP[S] • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 07:00 PM 

Most were. I was using one tactic for all women. Rubbed at least one the wrong way.

[deleted] • 3 points • 9 November, 2016 07:07 PM 

Why weren't you just upfront from the start, dropped hints like 'this is not a relationship, we are just
having fun'? That way you would not have made it to this stage with that girl.

Viking_RnP[S] • 2 points • 9 November, 2016 09:39 PM 

Was not considering the consequences and responsibilities of my actions.

[deleted] • 4 points • 10 November, 2016 11:58 PM 

Ghosting is pretty fucking rude, m8.

Man up and tell her you're not interested instead of running away like a coward.

L1amas • 3 points • 9 November, 2016 07:01 PM 

That's why GLO says to cook them breakfast in the morning. Make the vagina-person "feel" like they weren't
used.

Also, instead of ghosting right away, try to get them to admit to having a good time with you via text. Then you
have some sort of written proof of consent. After that, ghost all you want.

I personally installed a security camera (not facing anywhere I'd do any piping), just so I could pick up the sound
of her consenting in case it needed to be brought to court. Note: I do not live in a two party consent state - if you
do this, you need to make sure of the same.

asktrpthrow123 • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 07:36 PM 

What is the sound of her consenting?

L1amas • 1 point • 9 November, 2016 08:05 PM* 

Shit, tons of things... I usually just tell them "clothes, off" after making out and they'll say "okay".

"Fuck me harder"

"That was great!"

"You're fun"

I dunno, there's a shit ton of little things they can say before, during, and after that would prove that they
wanted it.

edit: Of course, I don't get right to it when I walk in the door. I show her around, offer a drink, talk about
my grandpa's paintings on my wall... If she's responding to me coherently, then the case is made that she
felt comfortable and most importantly wasn't too drunk to consent. If she's fucking sloppy ass drunk and
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incoherent, she wouldn't be in my home to begin with.

clausgj • 3 points • 9 November, 2016 08:40 PM 

Yeah girls fucking hate being ghosted after sex, know a few who I had a first date with and would start with this
story, guy fucked me, said he really like me and so on, then gone! I could feel how upset she was telling me this
story...

It is in my experience much easier to write a short break up text saying you didn't feel a connection or
something. That way maybe if you meet them in town they won't go crazy... There are cases where ghosting
makes sense, just not all

lulalady • 2 points • 9 November, 2016 06:52 PM 

Maybe don't ghost them and explicitly break things off? I don't think you need to ghost everyone, just people
who you think will react worse if you tell them upfront.

Also, don't stick your dick in crazy, as they say, because then you'll get rapist accusations.

Viking_RnP[S] • 2 points • 9 November, 2016 06:59 PM 

I need a new crazy filter. I'm going to stop ghosting altogether. Slow down and build up a bit of a
relationship with the ones who want it. I'm definitely guilty of some leading on.

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 November, 2016 03:09 AM 

Honestly, who the fuck cares what the irrational collection of orifices feels? You're the prize. They have
not one thing but the obvious to contribute. They don't think or speak to anything substantive and are
only of merit if they are really fucking subservient. If you LTR one of your plates you owe her nothing
outside of the opportunity to serve you.

moopie45 • 2 points • 10 November, 2016 10:03 PM 

Maybe don't be a weird asshole?

newName543456 • 2 points • 12 November, 2016 09:27 PM 

If you want them gone, appear as stable, boring beta after you did your "alpha show" that got you laid. They will
get confused, but repeated beta showing will make them cool down towards you and no such outbursts will
happen, unless they're certified crazy.
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